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Readiness Checklist

□ Guiding values

□ Relevant background

information

□ Sufficient time

□ Coffee (or other

creature comforts)

□ Curiosity, openness to

the process

□ Trust between parties

□ Freedom from pre-

constructed arguments

□ Kindness

□ Patience when any of

the above are not

initially present.

Toolkit for Unsticking
 Break the decision into smaller pieces . Staged pieces over time

 Distinguish between preferred outcome and outcome you are willing t
 Is there a temporary solution

Process Outline

 Break the decision into smaller pieces .
 Return to empathy. Allow for sadness, regret, remorse, frustration, to

be fully and understood in multiple ways before problem solving.
 Identify the assumptions , needs ,and beliefs underlying the issue.

Consider if a deeper problem exists . Find the heart of the matter.
 Consider the meaning of our words . Probe behind vague language,

bucket words , or should statements.

 Take a short break. Enjoy an energizing activi ty or a cup of tea.
 Take a longer break: hours , days , perhaps weeks

 Harness willingness. What might you support to meet the needs of
others?

 Play the Believing and Doubting Game
 Bring in a facilitator
 Separate observations (what a video camera could record) from

our evaluations , judgments , or assumption behind them.

Frame

 What is our shared

purpose in this meeting?

 What is the vision?

 What binds us together? Focus

 Translate strategies, beliefs, and

judgments into core needs.

 Create a list of all needs present.

 Reflect empathy for unmet needs

 Share ownership of these needs

Formulate

 Split into small groups

 Allow for diversity of

opinions in each group

 Use the needs generated to

build proposals.



Finalize

 Is this the highest level of

agreement possible?

 Dissention or minorities may be

present.

 Document the actual words

 Delegate implementation

 Reflect. Mourn, celebrate,

revisit if need be.

Find

 Discuss the proposals, and find

objections.

 From each objection, find the

unmet needs.

 Add new needs to the list and

adapt or formulate new proposals.
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Readiness checklist for strong

likelihood of success with
consensus decision making:

□ Mindset of collaboration, not

concession, competition, or
either/or

□ Curiosity and openness to process –

don’t know where it will go, as it
hasn’t happened yet.

□ Holding the process tightly and the
outcome loosely.

□ Guiding values of the group are
established

□ Humor

□ Kindness
□ Emotional Intelligence

□ Patience and tolerance when some
of the above are not initially

present.

Checklist for low likelihood of success.

□ Ideological lines are of primary importance--US
Congress often holds this line

□ Games / trading are played, where there is give and
take, or tit for tat

□ Anyone part of the decision is certain they have
access to the Truth

□ You’ve got an argument you’re going in with
□ Belief that after a x amount of time (multiple

sittings), consensus “should” be reachable.

□ Extreme dichotomous beliefs are the central
question (e.g., pro life / pro choice)

□ A binding vote is taken
□ Members hold personal conflicts with foundational

agreements or values of the group and work to
change decisions based on those personal
values/beliefs, or make them sticky, as a result.

□ Money is trading hands in a Zero Sum Game.
□ Unconnected organizations or people who will have

little or no relationship later on.
□ A necessary, foundational philosophy is not

established.
□ Belief that mistakes will not be made along the way.

Additional useful mindsets while in consensus process
o Creativity / innovation

o Progress is possible
o Believing and Doubting Game

o Asking for 100%
o 10 / 10 / 10. Consider the consequences and outcomes of your various options in 10 minutes, 10

months, and 10 years.

o We is primary, and I is not relevant
o Break it up (create sets of smaller, more manageable decisions)

o No free lunch – rarely is a solution possible without a weighting or prioritization of needs
o Meditation

o Stories of challenging and complex consensus decisions in the past ("Chicken Soup for the Soul") that
resolved

Criteria for consulting the whole group:
 The decision affects a majority of people in the organization nowand into the future.

 The decision affects the vision, mission, and direction of the organization.

 In not acting on a decision, it is readily imaginable that staff, clients, orshareholders would be hampered in their
experience of the visionand mission.

 The need of our organization to have consensus on this decision outweighs other group needs for our time.

 The given individual(s) with designated responsibility for a process/decision is unlikely to make a wise choice for
the community.
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Processes that don’t require consensus:
 Quick decisions safely considered within the bounds of the group’s values. Time is of the essence. Often

executed by people with a relevant role, but not necessarily if immediacy is critical.

 Minor decisions safely considered within the bounds of the group’s values. There are thousands of decisions
that given individuals make, believing the large group to be either uninterested in or already considered within

existing philosophical/value understandings. Judgment calls without major weight.

 Role/function decisions made by people given the authority to make those decisions by the group. That person
may feel that the decision in their handat the moment doesn’t fit their granted power, or they may want a
second opinion. This is not appropriate for anaction that has deepand long-lasting effects. Role decisions are

trusted because the person in the role is known (or likely) to make wise decisions most of the time. If the person
in the role is not trusted, support may be offered, the role’s domains altered, or a consensus process begins

around role shifting.

 Open discussion. Consensus is not to be mistaken for passionate and interesting discussions about an issue
betweena couple/few people. A GREAT many quandaries that require exploration and a decision can take place

in less formal and ina more ad-hoc manner. A seeming impasse may require another perspective.
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